The World Day of Social Justice focuses on the need to ensure that technological progress, growth and globalisation benefit everyone. It offers a hopeful message – that human ingenuity and better connections between people can make societies more equitable, rather than increasing divisions.

The Day is the result of a 2008 Declaration of the International Labour Organisation on Social Justice for a Fair Globalisation. This focuses on the importance of giving everyone the possibility to work and earn a decent living at a time of dramatic economic change. It argues that long-term sustainability is only possible when there is respect for human rights and dignity, and when everyone can enjoy the fruits of progress.

The alternative implied by this is clear – growing concentration of wealth in the hands of the few, exploitation of cheap labour in developing countries while factories close elsewhere, and the risk of governments competing to have the lowest taxes or regulatory standards.

Libraries are, arguably, social justice institutions, committed to giving everyone the opportunity to learn, grow and develop. Indeed, they often have an explicit mandate to work with individuals and groups whom, under a purely economic logic, would simply be neglected. They have, in a much-discussed publication in 2018, been described as a key example of ‘social infrastructure’, although arguably they have long formed part of a core public service offer.

This mandate is often seen in terms of providing access to culture and education – both of which are human rights in their own respect under the Universal Declaration of 1948. However, as this paper will argue, this is an incomplete perception, and risks underestimating the contribution that libraries can make to equitable national development, not least in the field of employment.

In part, this is linked to an awareness of the power of information. Arguably, differences in access to and use of information arguably explain a large share of the differences in wealth we see between countries today. For example, around a half of the gap in Gross Domestic Product between South Korea and Ghana today – countries which had had a similar sized economy only a few years ago can be explained by differences in the stock and use of information.
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This role in supporting work and entrepreneurship is also connected to the long-standing fact that libraries have strong connections to their communities, and aim to design services that respond to the needs of their users. The growing understanding that the most effective policies are those which take account of local specificities also provides a case for the role of libraries.

This article explores the evidence of libraries’ contribution to promoting social justice, as set out in the ILO Declaration. It starts by looking at the role of access to information, both in traditional and digital forms, as an essential means of allowing people to identify and realise opportunities. In a second part, it turns to the services that libraries are beginning to provide to jobseekers, drawing on their unique role in their communities.

It draws, primarily, on papers presented at IFLA’s World Library and Information Congress, sharing perspectives and ideas from all types of library, all around the world.

Information as a Bridge

For anyone to be able to find a job, seize an opportunity for entrepreneurship or take up a training opportunity, they first need to know that it exists. This seems like an obvious point, but it is far from being the case globally. From an economic point of view, this is a source of inefficiency – ideal economic models talk about ‘perfect information’. From a social justice point of view, this is a serious source of frustration, as chances for people to improve their lives miss out. This section therefore looks at the role of libraries in providing information.

Libraries Have Long Supported Employment...

Given the importance of information in helping people to find opportunities, it is not surprising that libraries have already been engaged in this field. In Uruguay, libraries were able to work with vulnerable women, assessing their needs and coming to understand that a lack of access to information – a connection with the outside world – was a serious challenge. Through providing this access to information, the libraries allowed them to build a bridge between the private and public sphere, including improved labour market outcomes8.

In Namibia, a similar assessment also showed that adults needed information to enable them to set up their own businesses, while young people wanted to find out about job opportunities. Libraries are therefore promoted as a key means of meeting this need, especially in those rural areas which have traditionally been less well informed, and so disadvantaged9.

Clearly libraries are not alone in this role. In those countries which do have agencies and organisations dedicated to helping people to find work, libraries play an important complementary role. They can be a space where there is not the risk of being stigmatised as unemployed, or can at
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least provide a quiet space for people to go about the process of applying for work or developing business plans, as remarked by library patrons in Mafetang, Lesotho\textsuperscript{10}.

Many of their core functions, in particular around literacy, also make them an important player, supplementing formal education and sustaining lifelong learning\textsuperscript{11}. In this, they can act not only as providers, but also as an important platform where volunteers can offer their time in helping those needing to develop their language skills, a role that American libraries for example have been fulfilling since the 1860s\textsuperscript{12}.

The information libraries help provide can of course go beyond skills and jobs and extend to rights. This is indeed one of the objectives of the Global Online Access to Legal Information (GOALI) project launched by the International Labour Organisation, in partnership with US libraries. This responds to the fact that people need information in order to enforce their rights, with beneficiary libraries (in over 100 developing countries) adding traditional information literacy skills to help make the most of this resource\textsuperscript{13}.

**... and Continue to in a Digital Age**

Libraries in many places have been leaders in their communities in adopting digital technologies and encouraging users to realise their potential. With ever more resources that were previously available in physical form now only appearing online, as well as a growing body of born-digital information, the internet is now a key tool in libraries’ work.

This is of course as true for libraries work to help people find work as for any other element of their missions. Indeed, internet access has allowed libraries which had previously been neglected to reaffirm their place within communities. For example, the Global Libraries programme supported library connectivity in the 2000s and 2010s, and measured the results. In 2012, they found for example that 1.5 million adults across Europe had used libraries to apply for jobs, and a quarter of a million declared that they had found them in this way\textsuperscript{14}.

This has not always been easy. There is still, in many countries, a perception among populations that libraries are not about a place to find work, and indeed that the internet is more about studying and
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communicating that finding important life information or work opportunities\textsuperscript{15}. Yet the European example is not alone.

In South Africa, survey work done among library card holders in Harare Public Library showed that looking for work was the single most common use of library computers. Nearly 40\% used the terminals for this purpose, and nearly 30\% responded that they had found opportunities in this way\textsuperscript{16}.

This applies as much to job offers as to entrepreneurship. Again in South Africa, the National Library has made it clear that library computers are there for budding entrepreneurs as a means to grow their businesses, check tenders, process orders, respond to enquiries. Libraries themselves can provide space which may otherwise prove unaffordable for start-ups. As the Library notes, ‘Without this support, many of the fledgling businesses that are run by young people would not survive as they would not afford the cost of office rental and Internet facilities in the formal business sector’\textsuperscript{17}.

Clearly, as in the case of ‘offline’ information access, the traditional role of librarians in helping people to find the information they need (and underlining the risks) remains. There are dangers lurking online, especially for those who have not yet developed the knowledge and skills to use the internet confidently and competently. Through information and digital literacy, libraries can also help ensure people stay safe in their use of the internet\textsuperscript{18}.

**Libraries as a Helping Hand**

Access to information is more than just about having access to a book or a screen. There has long been recognition that making use of information requires a set of skills, including understanding, evaluation, and the ability to apply it. Furthermore, in its Development and Access to Information Report 2017, produced in partnership with the Technology and Social Change Group at the University of Washington\textsuperscript{19}, IFLA underlines that full use of information requires the right social and cultural environment, as well as the right skills. The second part of this paper therefore looks at additional efforts libraries are making to ensure access to information is meaningful, in particular for the most vulnerable.

**Libraries are Working to Turn Access into Impact...**

There is a strong emphasis in both the Sustainable Development Goals and the International Labour Organisation’s own work on the importance of decent work. Skills are at the heart of this, allowing people to take on more fulfilling, challenging, and productive work.
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Libraries have a major role in this, as underlined by Arts Council England: ‘Enabling people to develop new skills themselves is a vitally important purpose of libraries. This is central to the challenges of supporting individual resilience and adaptability, meeting the needs of UK employers for a highly skilled workforce, and supporting our growth as a knowledge economy.’

Libraries around the world have proved to be excellent venues to build the skills and confidence of job-seekers and future entrepreneurs.

A first type of service offered is career counselling, as for example in Koprivnica in Croatia, where the library partnered with others to create the Centre for Information and Career Counselling. Complementing one-on-one coaching the library also developed workshops and forums to allow local people to share their ideas and best practices on finding employment.

In Romania, in a project coordinated by IREX and Biblionet, libraries developed both dedicated workshops and continuous services that saw 78 000 people seek job assistance through libraries, 28 500 apply for work, and 9000 securing employment. In Macedonia, projects supported by EIFL led to the creation of modules for unemployed people, developing their communication, computer and language skills, with around 90% of participants reporting that the training had helped them in their search for work. In the US, the library in Winston-Salem established drop-in centres, allowing job-seekers to come by and seek advice when this worked for them.

The same goes elsewhere. In the Philippines, libraries worked with users to celebrate their values and existing skills, and help them understand how they could turn these into jobs or business ventures. In Tanzania and Namibia, 76% and 91% of participants in library computer training courses declared that they had a greater chance of employment as a result, and a quarter of small entrepreneurs made immediate changes to their businesses. Indeed, many wished that the course had been longer.

Such programmes can have a double dividend. In South Africa, libraries trained unemployed young people as cyber-cadets, enabling them not only to improve their own future employability, but also to pass on their knowledge to other library users, but also. In Moldova, the TEKEDU project
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organised in libraries, trained disadvantaged young people in website development and design skills to create websites for local organisations, benefitting both the individuals and the communities.

... Especially for the Communities that Need them Most

As highlighted in the introduction, libraries have a responsibility to serve their communities. In many cases, relevant laws make it clear that special efforts are necessary to help those most in need. Libraries can indeed be particularly well adapted to fulfilling this role when it comes to supporting those who can work to find it.

There are strong examples of library programmes focused on helping specific groups find work, such as women or people with disabilities as in Macedonia, working in partnership with local government and employment offices. In China, where women have been more likely than men to be left behind by the major social and economic changes, libraries are helping them to find their way. Indeed, some libraries even create special spaces for women, in order to help them overcome cultural restrictions, for example in Nepal.

Roma people, who face particular challenges in many countries, have benefitted from dedicated language and training programmes in Croatian libraries which have also led to better relations between institutions and community leaders. Swedish libraries, meanwhile, have worked in particular with the Somali population to build confidence and language skills.

A recent trend has been for libraries to form partnerships with social workers, or even to hire their own, in order to help patrons. The potential of such initiatives is clear, as appears in the results of a survey of 17 libraries which have already undertaken such steps. Libraries seem well placed to help given their shared democratising mission with social workers, the importance of information in providing them with a point of entry into social services, the fact that libraries are often easily located and identified, and the desire of people needing help to look like ‘normal’ library patrons, rather than recipients of support.

Others, in a celebrated example, have offered services as simple as lending ties and bags so that job applicants can look smart for interviews.
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This is not to say that this task is easy. Those who are in the greatest need can be very good at hiding this, because they feel shame about asking for help. They may also look for information in irregular ways, obliging librarians to make extra efforts\(^{37}\). It may be necessary for libraries to find ways to overcome the perception that they are places only for intellectuals, and travel to places where the people who need help are\(^ {38}\).

Libraries themselves may need to think hard about rules and attitudes that can risk excluding those who need help\(^ {39}\). Even policies such as requiring a library card may serve to exclude people without fixed addresses\(^ {40}\).

**Conclusion – What Makes Libraries Special?**

There is clearly a rich variety of work going on in libraries in order to help people access information, and use it in a way that helps them find decent work and entrepreneurship opportunities. They do this by providing access to information, both in physical and digital form, by pursuing their traditional missions to boost literacy and information literacy, by designing training and other services to offer new support, and by tailoring their actions to the needs of users.

Through this, the particular strengths of libraries come out – the uniqueness of the space they offer, their holistic focus on their community\(^ {41}\), and their potential as a platform for partnering with national and local government, NGOs and others\(^ {42}\).

Given this, it is clear that while libraries tend to be seen as merely a tool of cultural or educational policies, they are in fact a key means of achieving broader social justice goals such as decent work for all, especially at a time of globalisation and technological change\(^ {43}\).

Libraries can also, more broadly, be a part of regeneration strategies, helping create a sense of confidence and optimism in entire areas suffering from the negative consequences of globalisation. The Word, a new library in South Shields in Northern England, has explicitly sought to give a sign that the area is ‘open for business’\(^ {44}\). Meanwhile, in Palestine, libraries can be essential community
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centres in areas always threatened by violence and war, helping to create the social cohesion and capital that underpins social justice\(^45\).

The potential for libraries to deliver social justice is clear – all that is needed now is the recognition, the partnerships and the support to make it happen.
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